Abstract—In the context of digital transformation, speeding up the time-to-market of high-quality software products is a big challenge. Software quality correlates with the success of requirements engineering (RE) sessions and the ability to collect feedback from end-users in an efficient, dynamic way. Thus, software analysts are tasked to collect all relevant material of RE sessions and user feedback, usually specified on written notes, flip charts, pictures, and user reviews. Afterward comprehensible requirements need to be specified for software implementation and testing. These activities are mostly performed manually, which causes process delays, with a negative effect on software quality attributes such as reliability, usability, comprehensibility. This paper presents Requirements-Collector, a tool for automating the tasks of requirements specification and user feedback analysis. Our tool involves machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) computational mechanisms enabling the automated classification of requirements discussed in RE meetings (stored in the form of audio recordings) and textual feedback in the form of user reviews. We use such techniques as they demonstrated to be quite effective in text classification problems. We argue that Requirements-Collector has the potential to renovate the role of software analysts, which can experience a substantial reduction of manual tasks, more efficient communication, dedication to more analytical tasks, and assurance of software quality from conception phases. The results of this work have shown that our tool is able to classify RE specifications and user review feedback with reliable accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software quality maintenance correlates with the success of requirements engineering (RE) sessions [6], and the ability to efficiently analyse and select useful end-user feedback [2]. Software requirements are collected during RE sessions in the shape of pictures, flip chart notes, documentation etc. This information is digitalised in order to specify a set of comprehensible user stories to be used during development phases [7]. Digitalisation of discussed requirements demands extra effort that has to be undertaken by software analysts [8]. Once software is deployed, development teams spend considerable effort in collecting and exploiting user feedback to improve user satisfaction and needs. Previous work [4], [5] has shown that approximately one third of the information contained in user reviews is helpful for developers, and these reviews tend to consist in unstructured text that is difficult to parse and analyze. All this complexity is magnified by contemporary software development, which take place in the different geographical locations, posing big challenges for collaborative requirements engineering [9].

This demo paper presents Requirements-Collector, a machine and deep learning based tool for automating the tasks of requirements specification. In the next sections we discuss our tool in the context of the state-of-the-art, describing the main components composing Requirements-Collector. Finally, we summarize our results and directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Various approaches have been proposed to extract requirements specifications from different written origins [10], [11], with approaches able to automatically classify user reviews information [4]. This work advances the mentioned state-of-the-art by providing an unified solution enabling the automated classification of requirements discussed in RE meetings (stored in form of audio recordings) and textual user review feedback [1], [2], [3]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first research tool that supports the combined software requirements elicitation from RE sessions and end-users feedback.

III. DESIGNING A REQUIREMENTS COLLECTOR TOOL

The main objective of our research is to reduce the time-to-market of software products by automating the task of requirements specification and user feedback collection. We designed our tool around the vision (see Figure 1) of a requirements engineering room where participants discuss requirements that are automatically specified in the shape of user stories, and user reviews are automatically classified for analysis. In this room, we incorporate virtual reality tools like double robots for embodiment of remote participants, and interactive boards with collaborative tools as they have demonstrated to facilitate access and real-time edition of discussed requirements [8]. User stories and classified user reviews will be generated on the fly during the session, and virtual reality systems will allow efficient communication. To support an automatic requirements collector tool, we have implemented transcript (generated from the requirements engineering session) and user reviews (obtained from end-user reviewing software in practice) classifiers which are presented below.

Transcript & User Reviews classifiers. Requirements-Collector is composed by two main components:
**Requirement-Collector-DL-Component** and **Requirement-Collector-ML-Component** To classify transcripts and user reviews these two components leverage deep learning (unsupervised) and machine learning (supervised) strategies, respectively. To train the DL and ML models, these two components extract and pre-process text data from the original datasets of previous work concerning requirements analysis of transcripts and user reviews feedback [2], [3]. Hence, they classify functional and non-functional requirements discussed during requirements elicitation sessions by leveraging machine learning or deep learning strategies. In classifying user reviews, Requirement-Collector leverages mainly ML strategies, we plan to experiment with DL strategies for future work.

**Evaluation.** We used Requirement-Collector to experiment with over ten ML (supervised) models (J48, PART, NaiveBayes, IBk, OneR, SMO, Logistic, AdaBoostM1, LogitBoost, DecisionStump, LinearRegression, RegressionByDiscretization) and a DL method, to evaluate its accuracy. Our preliminary results suggests that for classifying transcripts is more appropriate to leverage DL strategies (we achieved an average F-measure of 33% with DL and average 5% with ML models). Moreover, when the task concern the classification of user feedback from user reviews, the best performing ML models (i.e., the SMO) achieves an F-Measure of 77%.

**Appendix and Annex.** We provide Github-based versions as extended Appendix and video demonstrations of the two implemented Requirement-Collector components.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

This research paper introduces Requirements-collector, a tool that exploits machine learning and deep learning for automatic classification of requirements from elicitation sessions and user feedback. Our preliminary results highlight its accuracy for requirements extraction. Results provide hints to assess how ideal ML and DL models are to achieve high accuracy. For future work, we focus on leveraging extracted requirements for prioritization of maintenance activities (generate traceability links among requirements coming from elicitation sessions and user reviews) and improve the effectiveness of testing tasks. For classifying requirements from elicitation sessions, we plan to investigate to what extent a structured session might lead to better quality and completeness of extracted user stories. The final output of our requirements collector need to be validated by means of use cases.
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Fig. 1. The requirements collector tool in an automatic requirements specification environment
V. ANNEX

This appendix describes how this demo paper will be presented at the RE20 conference in Zürich.

VI. INTERACTION POTENTIAL

For the RE20 Posters and Tool Demos session, the objective is to showcase live demos and present how the requirements collector works. We will go into the details describing the two main tool components: Requirement-Collector-DL-Component and Requirement-Collector-ML-Component. Both components are available on our GitHub repositories.

Important, we experimented the usage of the two components on the dataset available from previous work, concerning the classification of requirements discussed in RE meetings (stored in form of audio recordings) and textual user review feedback [1], [2], [3].

Figure 2 presents our GitHub repository for the Requirements-Collector-DL-Component. It describes the component’s project structure, technical requirements, and how to get started with the deep learning component. A screenshot with the expected output from running the code has been also made available for verification (see Figure 3).

Fig. 2. Requirements-Collector-DL-Component on GitHub

Fig. 3. Output from executing the Requirements-Collector-DL-Component

Fig. 4. Requirements-Collector-ML-Component on GitHub

Posters and tool demos participants will experiment how available requirements session transcripts are processed by using machine learning. In addition, the code and technicalities of the tool will be explored. During the session, we will answer questions regarding tool’s architecture and potential improvements. Since the source code is available on GitHub, participants are free to download the code and execute the components on their own IDEs.

During the posters and tool demos at RE20, we will run a parallel execution of the two main components of the requirements collector. As a use case, we plan to analyse the same requirements transcripts by using our implemented machine and deep learning algorithms. This would allow us to discuss with the participants the different advantages and
disadvantages of both techniques. Since we have implemented different machine learning algorithms for supporting user reviews classification, this give us further room to explore how we can find a good combination of machine learning algorithms to reach optimal results. We will discuss how the use of machine learning and deep learning can be exploited for the use case we bring to the session.

**Examples.** Table I shows examples of sentences and the related user reviews classified by Requirement-Collector-ML-Component, according to maintenance and evolution tasks [3]. We expect that this experience at the posters and tool demos session at RE20 will be very fruitful for the participants and us as researchers. Since the requirements collector tool would greatly help requirements engineers in the future, we find it appropriate to be able to share this tool with the community. We expect to have very interesting discussions that give us further hints for the evolution of our current progress.

![Table I: Examples of sentences classified by Requirement-Collector-ML-Component](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>They just need to update the layout I fill like everything is hidden I want a better task bar.</td>
<td>feature request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please restore a way to open pin links in external browser or let us save photos.</td>
<td>feature request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App crashes when new power up notice pops up.</td>
<td>problem discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please fix the syncing issues with the iPad app.</td>
<td>problem discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's already possible to rearrange boards why not the pins on a single board?</td>
<td>Information seeking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall it is fun and provides a lot of good info.</td>
<td>Information giving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This app runs so smoothly and I rarely have issues with it anymore.</td>
<td>Information giving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>